
Postcard From România

     I sit, waiting for the fighting to end. It's three in the morning, and the summer heat holds me 

to the couch. I feel the sweat building on my brow, but see it wetting my father's aunt's smock. 

Tannti Veronica wears less of a smock, and more of a floral parachute that curtains the rolls of 

fat. A clown, she's traded her eyebrows for two stenciled lines. A cobalt blue paints her eyelids, 

while her lips leave a red fence at the end of each tooth. Veronica's hair is the consistency of 

cotton candy, a hair-sprayed burnt orange. She sits at the table with the weight of her life. I'm 

anxious for the legs of the chair to break, leveling her to the ground.

     I lift myself from the couch and move to the bathroom. The voices and clatter seep through 

the adjacent wall, almost vibrating the mirror. I turn the faucet knob, and listen to the pipes as I 

wait for the cataract. I play with the water, moving it from hand to hand as it escapes between 

my fingers. My father is out there. A tumbler of whiskey in one hand and cigarette in the other, 

he mediates between his uncle, aunt, and mom. He's loud, trying to diffuse his family. In 

Michigan, his stubbled chin, bushed hair, and accent leave him pacified with a Balkan European 

stoicism. Here, he is alive, and drunk.

     I sit on the carpet of the bathroom floor, staring at the yellowing walls. I remember the day 

before in Transilvania. My father, mother, and I arrived in the mountains with our teeth 

chattering. Our shorts and t-shirts looked misplaced among the locals' pants and woolen 

sweaters. My grandfather's block stood dwarfed before the mountain backdrop. Indestructible 

and decaying at the same moment, the cement of the apartment building wailed post-

communism. As we walked together to the apartment structure, my grandfather sat on a bench 

before the entrance's garden.

     My mother noticed him first, pulling on her husband's arm for attention. His face had more 

folds than I remembered. The blue rim of his cap cast a shadow over the yellow-tint of his 

glasses. He wore an old work shirt of my father's, sent to him years earlier. It still had the name 

patch reading, Marin. My father broke our perfect line by stepping to his dad. Cautioned, I took 

a half-step backward and brought my mom with me.

     I heard my father begin "Dad, I've come. It's me, Marin."  My grandfather broke his stare and 

looked up to his son. "Get out of here. My son is with his family in America. Leave me alone," 

he responded. My father began to beg, "No, dad. Please, it's me, Marin. I'm right here. Elena and 

Ionuţ are there behind me. Please." Rising, my grandfather responded again, "Get the hell away 

from here. I don't know you." As if reading the name-tag, my father only repeated, "Dad, it's 

me, Marin. It's me, Marin. I'm Marin. Marin." As my grandfather disappeared, walking through 



the block's entrance, my father turned around to my mother and me. He curled his lips and 

brushed his eyes as we walked to him. His jaw fell to speak, but only managed, "He's drunk."

     As she opens the door the bathroom, my eyes break from the wall. "What are you doing in 

here?" my mother asks. Before allotting time for me to speak, she continues "Alright, get up. 

We're leaving." She walks away, leaving the door open. I stand up, and walk down the hall to 

the empty bedroom. Our suitcase is open, spilling with clothes. I throw them inside, and close 

it. I pass the fighting table unnoticed, opening the door and leaving them.

      I stand alongside my mother outside Tannti Veronica's block. We watch the entrance stairs, 

waiting to hear my father's footsteps down them. I feel cool outside after carrying our suitcase 

down the stairs. While we wait, I finally ask, "What's even going on?" My mother responds, 

"What's been going on forever here. I want to go home." I can't tell if she means her mother's 

farmhouse outside of Craivoa, or our home in Michigan, but I don't bother to ask. Through the 

glass entrance doors, we see my father coming down the stairs. He walks to us, and picks up the 

luggage next to me. "Alright, let's go," he says, and we begin walking into downtown Târgu Jiu 

at almost four in the morning.

         The first hotel we reach, just a few blocks from Tannti Veronica's flat, is closed. The lit 

Targu-Villa sign hangs above us. My mother goes ahead and tries the door, as if by some divine 

intelligence it may open. We continue down the sidewalk passing an unnoticed abandoned 

building. My father stops. "This is where I'd see movies when I'd visit Tannti Veronica in the 

summer." I look at the boarded-up stone building, painted with graffiti. I can't imagine my 

father sober now, much less a youth spending his summers at his aunt's in Târgu Jiu. I say 

nothing, and move on with my mother, leaving him standing there for another moment.

     Târgu Jiu’s town square is empty. The shops are locked with a lattice of steel bars. We step 

onto the square’s red bricks lit by the street lamps for no one. The gardens are an explosion of 

vegetation among the apartment blocks framing the square. We pass the gardens and see Târgu 

Jiu’s main hotel before us. The building is a concrete block with punctures as windows. I walk 

with my parents to the side of the hotel where a row of taxis wait.  The cabs are dark, only lit by 

the light of the radio and dashboard. While passing each taxi, we are greeted by stares and the 

light song of traditional Românian music. The lobby’s revolving doors are a dull plastic gold. 

We enter and are greeted by an empty head desk, protected by a pane of glass. My mother 

breaks the silence of the lobby by tapping on the pane, “Hello. Is anyone there? We want a 

room.” A moment after, a woman steps from a door behind the glass.

     The woman’s eyelids weigh down on her eyes. I am startled by the fur coat she wears, but 



soon feel the cool of the central air. “Would you like a room?” the woman starts. “Yes, for the 

three of us. How much is it a night?” my mother asks. “Just give me one of your passports. We 

will figure the price in the morning,” the woman responds. My mothers looks ready to argue, 

but instead sleep has won, and she opens her purse to the zip-lock bag holding our passports. 

She slides it to the woman under the glass, and we are given the room key. The elevator is slow 

as we stand waiting together.

     The elevator opens to the fifth floor. We hesitate to step forward, and the doors begin to 

close. My father stops them with his hand, removes a lighter from his pocket, and says, “Come 

on.” He strikes the lighter and we walk through the hall hand in hand. Our pace is slow, and 

my mother complains for us. “How could there be no light in this hall?” The lighter goes out in 

intervals as my father brings it to each door’s room number, looking for our own. We find ours 

and, after a struggle, my mother opens the door to reveal two single beds, and a floor stained by 

some grey matter. “We can’t stay here,” my mother declares, and we head back into the tunnel.

     Passport retrieved, we again enter the square. The hotel to our back, my father begins with 

the an oral history, “The building used to be a government office. After the revolution, someone 

bought it, and turned it into a hotel.” My head turns back to view the remnants of a communist 

bureau. I look to the roof and imagine România’s tricolor with socialist insignia flying next to 

the hammer and sickle. My eyes widen when I see the red neon sign illuminated on the roof. 

The hotel’s awarded one red star of five hangs in the night sky.

     Tannti Veronica’s block feels miles away, and the night’s fight is forgotten. We three walk 

without speaking, looking for another hotel. Around the next corner, a crowd appears. All 

wearing a crimson color, the pack walks together, almost dancing. The women’s hair is dark, 

but lit with streaks of honey, matching the fair jewelry straining their wrists and necks. As we 

walk toward the group, my mother looks to me and whispers, “Gypsies.” We pass them, and 

my eyes stay fixed on their long clothes. I am reminded of our family name, Gitan, and the 

spanish word gitanos, meaning gypsies.

     The latest hotel is a product of economic revival after communism’s fall. The hotel's face is 

newly painted yellow, along with a line of four stars. We walk to the lobby, and are greeted. My 

father is relieved of our luggage, and we follow the bellhop to our room. He opens the door, 

sets our luggage inside, and leaves us. We three walk to the beds and collapse atop them. The 

sheets feel cold against my tired body. I turn to my side, and begin to fall asleep in my clothes.

     Lights off, I see the screen light of the television dancing on the wall. It seems to shine. 

Laying, I move my hand to graze it. Still short, my body shifts for my fingertips to get closer. 



They touch and I feel a wetness at the end of them. They are stained white by new paint. I turn 

around to face my parents' bed, and see them asleep before the television. I can smell wet paint, 

and move to open the window. As I wash my hands, I check the bathroom’s walls. They are 

dry.

     I lay again in bed, staring at the television, allowing it to burn my eyes. A news bulletin 

breaks: mass flooding has hit eastern România, the worst in decades. Watching refugees 

escaping their homes, and streets enveloped by water, I think televised disaster back in 

America, and feel at home. My parents sleeping beside me, I try to remember the feud that 

brought us here and the feud that led them to America. I fall asleep wondering.

      


